Strategic Plans

- Two past strategic plans
  - 2007-2010
  - 2011-2013

- Actions Plans
  - Developed yearly

- Evidence gathering
Strategic Planning Activity

- Two handouts – past initiative and activity sheet
- Review each Initiative
- Alter, edit, revise and purpose new initiatives
- Review past Action Plans for each Initiative
- Purpose new actions plans in support of initiatives
  - LTDC Reps / Campus level
  - Inter-campus
  - System Level
- Best Practices to be shared
Strategic Plan 2011-2013

Initiatives

- **1**: Collaboration, Sharing and Campus Awareness
- **2**: Broader Program Awareness
- **3**: Collegial Support
- **4**: Best Practices for Teaching with Technology
- **5**: Emerging Technologies
- **6**: Program Evaluation
- **7**: Stewardship of Resources
- **8**: Showcase our Successes
Activity Time!

- Each initiative is at one table
- Prep for activity
  - Take yourself and a writing instrument
  - MOVE to a table in support of that initiative
  - Only one person per campus allowed at any one table
  - Every table needs at least three individuals
- Elect a ‘recorder’
- Record
  - Discussion threads
  - Actual changes/new items
- Hand in all notes and activity sheets